
                    

Hi Chainganger's!    

Simply perfect! How else can you describe the finale of the World Champs, we need to hire 
Greg out to our other sporting codes to show them how to get BMT!  Bosseau, Ash, Kirsten 
and I were privileged enough to be right there, actually standing behind Rachel Atherton as 
Greg started his run, when the first time split went green the whole place exploded and 
Rachel hung her head, then the second split was red and we all started screaming, when he 
hit the line and the green number came up everyone went mental.  Then it was three to go 
and as everyone fell short so the celebrations began, with a big red split at the top there 
was no way that Gee was going to pull it back and Greg was already on his feet, Rachel's head 
hung for a second but once it was clear who the winner was she also joined in the festivities! 
An absolutely unforgettable moment, I still get goosebumps as I'm typing this, thanks Greg, 
you made us all proud man! 
 
Meanwhile on Saturday our Cross Country guys found the going much more tough, the 
absence of Burry was palpable and even the local crowd was sparse compared to last years 
World Cup, even so our guys gave their best.  Samantha was easily our strongest Elite 
Women but after pulling up quite a few places on her first lap she fell hard on the log drop 
(as per Eva Lechner) but took such a smack on her head she didn't know where she was!  She 
got back on and then managed to make up places, overtake Yolande and was catching Cherie 
Vale fast when she flatted in the rock garden necessitating a 500m run, loosing places and 
eventually falling foul of the 80% rule. 
 

Similar misfortunes plagued most of our riders, Rouke broke his chain on the start line, 
James broke his frame and many were just overcome with the moment.  In the end it has to 
be said that the Europeans are just on another level, both the men and Women simply ride 
away and hit the technical sections like seasoned downhillers.  If we want to ever compete at 
this level we have to increase the level of our local races, both in term of speed but also the 
technicality of the courses.  Most of our locals think that the Mankele XCO course is 
technically challenging, in comparison the Cascades track is twice as technical. 
The only SA rider who really showed world class on the day was Mariska Strauss who 
managed a top 10 in U23, a fantastic result and in the Cross Country Eliminator she was even 
beating the eventual winner in the heats when she had a massive bail with only 50m to the 
line.  At the end of the day the world Champs is all about peak power, luck and having all the 
stars align for you, Oh and it helps if you've got crazy technical skill! 
I'm sure all the Lowvelder's who made the trip returned with fantastic memories and those 
who watched it on Tv were probably similarly impressed, but you really had to be there, in 
the heat, the dust and the atmosphere. 
My defining moment has to be standing at the final drop into the finish area – a section 
removed from the Masters as it was deemed too dangerous, on his first lap and with only a 
15m lead Nino Shurter launched of the drop and threw a massive tail whip for the crowd! 



 Absolute confidence and class, from that moment and even with 6 laps to go you just knew it 
was his, he knew it too. 
 

UPCOMING - 
 

DAS Auto is on this Saturday!!! lets see everyone out at Penryn for the 4th in the DAS 
series, my own riding has been non existent since my masters effort but I'Ll definitely be 
there to give it a go – see all there! 
 

SPUR SCHOOLS – the final of the 2013 series is at Mankele next weekend – its the last 
one so we will be handing out the trophies as well as the MPU team badges!  I'm sure we can 
get Geoff to light a couple of fires so we can have a bring and braai afterwards – so git yer 
rats out onto their bikes and join in the fun! 
 

Sabie Shenanigan is on again!  
This is the most unique Mountain Bike race in SA!  Dennis is planning a fantastic secret route 
that you have to navigate yourself around – probably about 50kms in the daylight and then 
40kms or so in the dark!  Its an absolute blast and a great way to welcome in the spring MTB 
season, it's a team event so you get to really have fun and ride with your buddies! 
I'll send out entry form soon so get some buds together and enter the most unique race in 
SA – getting lost in the forest never felt so good! 
 

3 Towers entries are closed! Too late she cried! Wipe those tears 
and buy yourself a 'dunce' hat! 
 

VALENCIA NEWS!!! 
The most anticipated bike in years is finally in stock – go  check out the MOMSEN VIPA now! 
 Designed by Patrick Morewood and Victor Momsen especially for SA marathon type racing 
its a stunning bike that simply looks fast!  Super light and fully up to date its the SA answer 
to all those imported boutique bikes, in stock and ready to rock! 
 

CHAINGANG KIT!! 
Our missing sizes have arrived! - If you are wating for the Med/Large sizes then they 
arrived Friday so git yerself down to Valencia and pick yours up! 
 

 On another note! 

We as MaMBA have been approached by a number of guys who wanted to know why we 
dropped the MPU Marathon series fro our Provincial Colours Criteria.  Well we've decided to 
re-introduce it this year and we will be asking for all the riders who want to be considered to 
submit their results for qualification.  I'll be sending out the request as soon as I get back 
from Europe so if you want to be included get your results ready and wait for the call!  We 
will still be using the Big Induna as a once off race qualification as well as the XCO series as 
per usual. 



WEBSITE NEWS!!!!!!!  
 

 BTW, for all the latest MTB news and general skinny follow me on Twitter - @brettmtb, Im also using it 
to announce rides now as well as sms. 

See ya on the dirt! 

Cheers Brett. 

082 774 5821 

Brettc@lantic.net  

 


